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This short opinion paper discusses cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) with youth in the
era of health care reform. The commentary addresses the ways CBT is consistent with
health care reform imperatives. Further, CBT’s focus on accountability, credentialing, early
intervention, and interdisciplinary collaboration is emphasized.
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Introduction
Recent health care changes (e.g. Affordability and Accountability
Act, ACA) firmly embed behavioral health care into primary health
care (PHC) and offer unprecedented parity for behavioral health care
(BHC) delivery.1 Further, integration with PHC helps ensure BHC’s
sustainability. With these opportunities come greater responsibilities
for accountability, early intervention/prevention, and collaboration
with other health care professionals. Fortunately, CBT with children
and adolescents represents a good standard for treating depression,
anxiety, obsessive-compulsive disorder, anger/aggressive behavior,
and PTSD.2 This short commentary emphasizes the ways cognitive
behaviorally (CBT) oriented clinicians are equipped to meet the
emerging trends and demands in their care of young patients.

Accountability
The ACA clearly places a high value on clinical accountability.
The ACA asserts that quality indicators are essential.1,3 Indeed,
monitoring patient outcomes is key to accountable clinical practice.
Obtaining good clinical outcome is essential to patients, payers, and
practitioners alike.4
Good outcomes begin with competent providers. While there is
ample supply of mental health practitioners, there is a serious lack of
professionals genuinely trained and competent to deliver empirically
based treatment to children.5,6 Practitioners should possess knowledge
of and clinical skills with evidence based methods. Second, they must
receive good supervision from a supervisor well-schooled in these
approaches. Third, monitoring the on-going use of these practices and
their outcomes is required.
Outcome metrics and quality indicators are long-standing staples in
CBT spectrum approaches with youth. There is a seamless integration
of assessment and treatment during young patient’s course of care.
CBT oriented clinicians use these signposts to guide intervention
decisions on whether to apply low/high intensity interventions,
change treatment plans, lengthen/shorten duration of care, and/or
refer to another provider.

Credentialing
Good training and supervision facilitates transfer from efficacy
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studies completed in methodologically rigorous lab studies to
effectiveness in real world clinical settings. While no absolute
consensus for credentialing in CBT exists, guiding standards abide. In
order to ensure CBT with youth is provided with treatment integrity,
we recommend that trainers, consultants, and supervisors receive
specialty training post-doctorally and/or post-licensure at one of
the many recognized CBT centers. Additionally, supervisors should
possess first-hand knowledge of their trainees ‘patients through either
live supervision or viewing audio/videotape. Finally, sessions need to
be regularly evaluated with a cognitive behavioral rating scale.
Finally, proper training is a way to ensure program developers and
evaluators avoid Type III errors.7 As readers recall from elementary
statistics, Type I error reflects erroneously finding true differences
where none exist whereas Type II error is the failure to find true
differences where one legitimately occurs. Type III error is failing
to correctly execute an intervention as planned and/or with fidelity
resulting in no effect of treatment.7 Simply, if you compare poorly
delivered CBT with another comparison treatment, fail to find a
difference, and then conclude these two paradigms are equivalent,
you are making a Type III error. The failure for CBT to outperform
the other treatments is due to improper implementation. To use a
pharmacological analogy, the proper dose of CBT was not received.
Effective training and supervision produce competent clinicians who
provide impactful CBT.

Early intervention and prevention
Early intervention (EI), prevention, and other innovative
delivery systems are highly valued by the ACA. At risk children’s
psychopathological trajectories are derailed and existing
vulnerabilities are quieted by EI. Many EI programs are rooted in
cognitive behavioral procedures.8 Internet, computer, and smart phone
applications are also developing.9 Finally, non-traditional formats
such as camps for young people where procedures are implemented
intensely over a week-long periods are emerging.10

Coordination with primary care: less lone rangers,
more justice league members
Coordination with other health care professionals is another
ACA imperative. Communication with others requires abandoning
silo mentalities and embracing a team approach. True collaboration
does not just happen; it takes work. Behavioral health care providers
must increase their fluency with medical terminology, recognition of
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contextual issues related to primary care service delivery and become
more comfortable delivering interventions in shorter sessions with
young patients (e.g. 20-30 minutes).11

Funding

CBT approaches are well-suited to all these demands. Numerous
articles describe efficient and efficacious protocols for clinical
problems encountered in pediatric practice.12 Indeed, there is growing
evidence that supports co-locating empirically based services directly
in pediatric offices.13 As CBT clinicians we must continue to develop
efficient methods suitable for treating pediatric problems.
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A brief metaphor illustrates the central points. The Lone Ranger
is a legendary fictional masked crime fighter in American west who
battles evil singly or with his one colleague, Tonto. More recent
heroes such as Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and Flash unite
in the Justice League to combat their common foes. In order to remain
ready, willing, and able to join forces in health reform, mental health
professionals must shed the often held identities as Lone Rangers
solely capable of caring for young people with behavioral health
problems. Rather, we should seek increased community with other
health care professionals and act more like Justice League members
who conjointly battle common pediatric behavioral health problems.
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Behavioral health care is poised at the precipice during the
current earth-shattering health care changes in the United States.
Modular CBT is well-equipped to deliver the kind of accountable care
demanded by the ACA. In order to meet the clinical challenges and
make the most of emerging opportunities, clinicians are well-advised
to obtain training from supervisors genuinely credentialed in CBT and
work assiduously to deliver an effective dose of accountable care to
young patients.
The new health care era is not without risks and challenges. We
will need to diligently advocate for access and coverage for our most
vulnerable populations. Efforts will need to be directed at improving
patients’ mental health literacy. Additionally, we must make sure
that CBT with youth is genuinely delivered by specialists who are
competently trained in the approach. Finally, continued outcome
research and model development is needed to create innovative
procedures so non-responders are effectively treated.
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